BlueSpiceExportTables

ExportTables allows exporting tables on wikipages and grids with tabular data.
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Usage / Features

Enables the export of wiki tables to excel.
Tecnical information

Configuration

This extension offers no configurations.

Rights (permissions)

This extension does not require any special rights.

Requirements

ExportTables requires BlueSpiceFoundation.

More info

For detailed description and usage, visit our help page.

Demo

Try the export feature in our BlueSpice Demo.

GPL v3 only

Redirect to:

- GPL v3

Export tables

ExportTables allows exporting tables and grids on wiki pages to Excel formats.
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How to export a table

Any regular table that is insert on a page can be exported. Before table export is possible, the table must be configured to support exporting.

**In VisualEditor**

While editing a page in VisualEditor, click on the table and select *Properties*. In the dialog that is opened, activate the option *Exportable*. 
Opening table properties in VisualEditor

In Wikitext

A table can be set to be exportable in wikitext as well. Add the classes “bs-exportable” and “exportable” to the table’s “class” argument.

```
{| class="wikitable bs-exportable exportable"
|+...
```

After saving the page, all users viewing the page can export the table by right-clicking on the table and selecting an export format.

Formats

Formats that are offered for exporting a page are:

- CSV - Comma separated values
- XLS - Microsoft Office Excel 2003
- XLSX - Microsoft Office Excel
Exporting data from grids

In addition to exporting the tables on pages, most of BlueSpice managers and other extensions that display tabular data also allow exporting of data. Exporting such data is done over the "Export table" menu in right top corner of the managers like the Namespace manager.
Related info

- Reference:BlueSpiceExportTables

Reference:BlueSpiceFoundation

The extension **BlueSpiceFoundation** is the interface between BlueSpice and Mediawiki. It provides basic functions for the individual BlueSpice extensions.

If you install any BlueSpice extension in a MediaWiki environment - that is outside of BlueSpice free or BlueSpice pro - the reference information for the extension will indicate if it requires BlueSpiceFoundation.

Technical information

Requirements

This extension requires **ExtJSBase**.

For download info, visit mediawiki.org.
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